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Abstract – Location detection in social-media microtexts is an important natural language 

processing task for emergency-based contexts where locative references are identified in text data. 

Spatial information obtained from texts is essential to understand where an incident happened, where 

people are in need of help and/or which areas have been affected. This information contributes to 

raising emergency situation awareness, which is then passed on to emergency responders and 

competent authorities to act as quickly as possible. Annotated text data are necessary for building 

and evaluating location-detection systems. The problem is that available corpora of tweets for 

location-detection tasks are either lacking or, at best, annotated with coarse-grained location types 

(e.g. cities, towns, countries, some buildings, etc.). To bridge this gap, we present our semi-

automatically annotated corpus, the Fine-Grained LOCation Tweet Corpus (FGLOCTweet Corpus), 

an English tweet-based corpus for fine-grained location-detection tasks, including fine-grained 

locative references (i.e. geopolitical entities, natural landforms, points of interest and traffic ways) 

together with their surrounding locative markers (i.e. direction, distance, movement or time). It 

includes annotated tweet data for training and evaluation purposes, which can be used to advance 

research in location detection, as well as in the study of the linguistic representation of place or of 

the microtext genre of social media. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Location detection is an important task in Natural Language Processing (NLP) whereby 

locative references mentioned in texts are identified and extracted for a variety of practical 

purposes (Middleton et al. 2018; Purves et al. 2018). This task has recently been applied 

to microtext genres such as tweets which, due to their brief and informal nature, contain 

many non-standard forms that challenge the performance of current NLP systems which 

are typically trained on more formal genres such as news (Baldwin et al. 2013; Eisenstein 

2013). Hence, there is an increasing need to focus on building and using corpora based 

on social media microtexts. 
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Location detection from social media microtexts has wide-ranging practical 

applications: from natural or human-made disaster detection and tracking in floods, 

earthquakes, storms, civil unrest, war, crime, etc. (Vieweg et al. 2010; Crooks et al. 2013; 

Imran et al. 2014; Jongman et al. 2015; Martínez-Rojas et al. 2018; Siriaraya et al. 2019; 

Zhang et al. 2019), health surveillance and disease tracking (Eke 2011; Dredze et al. 

2013), for example, the COVID-19 pandemic (Singh et al. 2020), to marketing and 

advertising purposes (Mourad et al. 2019), or traffic incident detection, road traffic 

control and/or traffic congestion (Ahmed et al. 2019; Das and Purves 2019; Gonzalez-

Paule et al. 2019; Khodabandeh-Shahraki et al. 2019). In this regard, the extraction of 

fine-grained geospatial information from social media microtexts plays a key role in 

intelligent systems for crisis management services to raise emergency situation awareness 

from crisis-related events where the location dimension proves essential to understand 

their impact: where an incident happened, where people are in need of help and/or which 

areas have been affected (Vieweg et al. 2010; Crooks et al. 2013; Imran et al. 2014). Such 

information could potentially help save lives and/or prevent further damage to 

environmental or urban areas in emergency- and crisis-related contexts.  

Corpus building in this area helps train location-detection systems in supervised 

probabilistic-based models, typically based on machine learning or deep learning, or 

develop rule-based systems and assess their performance, with a view to replicating their 

performance in real-life contexts. The problem is that (i) most tweet corpora are not 

available for public use, impeding any replication or future development, and (ii) that 

corpus development in this area has extensively focused on annotating coarse-grained 

location types such as geopolitical entities (e.g. countries, cities or towns), leaving aside 

many other toponymic entities that are equally, if not more, important in crisis-related 

scenarios, such as points of interests, natural landforms and traffic ways. Also, 

information related to distance, direction or time that may accompany such entities is not 

tagged, losing again the granularity needed for emergency-based services. 

To address these issues, we present the Fine-Grained LOCation Tweet Corpus 

(FGLOCTweet Corpus), which has been semi-automatically built using our linguistically 

aware location-detection system LOcative Reference Extractor (LORE) for its processing 

and annotation (Fernández-Martínez and Periñán-Pascual 2021a), including the 

anonymization of users’ references, and supervised error revision. The corpus integrates 

English tweets with annotated coarse- and fine-grained locative references from real-life 
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situations for the development and evaluation of location-detection systems with an 

interest in a greater diversity, variety and semantic granularity of the location types. We 

may release the corpus upon request1 for its use in location-detection research 

development or for linguistic inquiry of the microtext genre and the representation of 

spatial knowledge in English.  

The present article is structured as follows. First, we briefly examine related work 

in tweet location detection paying special attention to the corpora used, their 

characteristics and their availability. Then, we provide the methodological steps in 

building and annotating our corpus. Finally, we discuss the practical uses and applications 

for research practitioners and conclude with some future research directions. 

 

2. BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

We provide here, in chronological order, some of the major contributions in corpus 

building for tweet-based location detection tasks. Most authors have built their own 

corpus containing thousands of tweets focusing on geopolitical entities (e.g. cities, towns 

and countries), and have typically restricted themselves to specific areas or crisis-related 

events (Inkpen et al. 2017; de Bruijn et al. 2018). However, most of these self-compiled 

corpora are unavailable for public use, and they contain, most of the times, coarse-grained 

locative references only. Other problems relate to the use of different corpus annotation 

standards, which aggravates the reutilization of such resources. 

Inkpen et al. (2017) built, for their probabilistic-based location-detection system, a 

corpus of 6,000 semi-automatically annotated tweets containing 4,369 mentions of 

coarse-grained locations (i.e. cities, provinces and states) from the US and Canada.2 The 

building process consisted of two phases: first, a simple matching step was performed 

using the GeoNames database (Ahlers 2013) to match names of locations from the US 

and Canada together with their location type and, then, a manual filtering process by 

expert annotators was conducted to revise errors or include other missed entities. Their 

corpus missed richer locative reference types such as points of interests, streets or 

 
1 According to Twitter’s Privacy and Developer policies, “[…] all developers may provide up to 50,000 

public Tweets Objects and/or User Objects to each person who uses your service on a daily basis if this is 

done via non-automated means (e.g., download of spreadsheets or PDFs).” (Developer Policy – Twitter 

Developers 2021). This means that we can only share these tweets upon users’ requests for non-for-profit 

purposes. 
2 Available at https://github.com/rex911/locdet (5 July, 2021). 

https://github.com/rex911/locdet
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highways. Likewise, other important locative markers were ignored (e.g. distance 

markers such as n kilometres away from X), and it only focused on US and Canada 

entities, leaving aside many other geographic areas of the world. 

De Bruijn et al. (2018) compiled 2,785 flood-related tweets, manually tagging 

geopolitical entities such as countries, cities, towns and villages from different parts of 

the world up to a number of 2,079 locative references mentioned in those tweets, by using 

a matching algorithm and the GeoNames database.3 Since only geopolitical entities were 

labeled, the corpus lacks a great deal of fine-grained locative references and potential 

locative markers. 

The most famous available corpus for location-detection purposes is the 

GeoCorpora, built by Wallgrün et al. (2018).4 GeoCorpora contains 6,711 tweets of a 

variety of crisis-related events using keywords as diverse as floods, riots, tornados, flu, 

violence, etc. with their correspondingly mentioned locative references, a unique ID and 

geographic coordinates obtained from the GeoNames database, whenever available. 

Geographers were used to tag and revise the annotation of place names. Since only tweet 

IDs are provided to retrieve the tweets, it is possible that many may have been deleted by 

now. The locative types considered in the annotation of the corpus were mostly towns, 

cities, states and countries, as well as some natural landforms and a few traffic ways (e.g. 

street names and addresses). Sometimes, location-indicative nouns (e.g. lake, hill, county 

or state) were tagged as part of locative references. However, the corpus lacks a great deal 

of location types, and locative markers are not considered.  

Hu and Wang (2020) obtained, preprocessed and annotated 1,000 tweets out of a 

very large corpus of 7,041,866 tweets collected in the event of the Hurricane Harvey in 

the US in 2017.5 They performed a study of the location types mentioned in those tweets, 

differentiating the following: addresses, street names, highways, exit of highways, roads, 

natural landforms, buildings and geopolitical entities of different types. They also 

assessed general-domain entity recognizers and found that they fail at detecting traffic 

ways tremendously. To this date, this is the only released corpus providing a number of 

easily accessible annotated fine-grained locative references. However, its focus is on a 

 
3 The code is available at https://github.com/jensdebruijn/TAGGS (5 July, 2021.), but the corpus is not 

publicly available. 
4 Available at https://github.com/geovista/GeoCorpora (10 September, 2021.). 
5 Available at https://github.com/geoai-lab/HowDoPeopleDescribeLocations (10 September, 2021.). 

https://github.com/jensdebruijn/TAGGS
https://github.com/geovista/GeoCorpora
https://github.com/geoai-lab/HowDoPeopleDescribeLocations
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particular event in a specific area, thus limiting its application to any other crisis-related 

event in other parts of the world.  

Recent research highlights that the task of location detection in social microtexts is 

not a solved task (Wang and Hu 2019). Specifically, it has been mentioned that there is 

an ever-growing need for detecting fine-grained locations (street names or the names of 

parks and monuments), as well as developing corpora of social media microtexts for 

training and evaluating models with fine-grained locative references (Gritta et al. 2018). 

Considering such limitations in the state of the art, the FGLOCTweet Corpus is intended 

to address this gap by providing a great number of tweets with annotated fine-grained 

locative references from a variety of incidents and crisis-related events from all over the 

world. 

 

3. METHODOLOGY 

Corpus building involved a series of steps that will be discussed in further detail later in 

this section. These include corpus compilation, corpus preprocessing and corpus 

annotation (Rayson 2014: 33). All these stages were performed with semiautomatic 

techniques (regular expressions, automatic tagging, and manual revision) that greatly 

facilitated the construction of the corpus. Also, the corpus was built with methodological 

corpus-based principles in mind in each of the different steps, including size, 

representativeness and balance, as well as practicality (Reppen 2010). To be more 

specific, the FGLOCTweet Corpus was built with the aim of capturing as wide a variety 

of locative references as possible from as many different real-life incidents from as many 

places in the world. A total of 9,405 tweets with their corresponding tagged tokens 

seemed to be the sweet spot for locative-detection tasks, since the size of such a 

specialized corpus does not need to be particularly large but surely needs to be sufficiently 

representative, in accordance with the corpus size found in the literature of location 

detection. 

In the case of our corpus, which was built for NLP applications, it was also 

important to consider consistency in the annotation of data or, in other words, that a set 

of guidelines was followed for the correct training of our model and also for a correct 

evaluation of the model (Zinsmeister et al. 2009: 764). This meant using the same set of 

part-of-speech (POS) tags. As for the annotated locative references, this implied that these 
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adhere to i) morphological, structural and semantic criteria involving a definition of what 

a locative reference is, and ii) the degree of geospatial granularity needed for real-life 

emergency-based applications. We define a locative reference as a proper noun that 

designates a geographically locatable spatial point, morphologically realized with full 

names, abbreviations, acronyms or a given combination of all of them. Structurally 

speaking, they are either simple or complex, depending on the number of lexical and/or 

phrasal elements accompanying the proper noun(s). This is illustrated in Figure 1, where 

an asterisk is used to mark optionality and double asterisk refers to the optional presence 

of locative markers either at the beginning or at the end of the locative reference.  

Figure 1: Phrasal structure of locative references 

Examples of locative references are Morocco, New York, south of Madrid, 1km SW of 

Lake Henshaw, 1h away from London, 25min out of Melbourne, Mount Crawford, 

Bassmaya Project Power Plant station, province of Ontario, Jamia University, Dyckman 

Street Station, St Albans Park, Fox Valley Animal Referral Center, I 95 NB and George 

Washington bridge EB. 

In terms of semantics, a taxonomy was devised capturing the richness and variety 

of locative references, where abbreviations were also taken into account:  

• Geopolitical entities: country, state, region, province, city, town, kingdom, villa, 

etc. 

• Natural landforms: mountain, mount, ridge, volcano, valley, lake, river, shore, 

beach, park, canyon, etc. 

• Points of Interest (POIs): building, museum, school, station, stadium, garden, 

café, tavern, hospital, court, theater, residence, zoo, casino, square, etc. 
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• Traffic ways (addresses, roads, highways): street, st, boulevard, blvd, avenue, 

av, alley, road, rd, highway, hwy, freeway, fwy, turnpike, tpk, I(-)n, M(-)n (where 

n represents a given number), etc. 

Metonymic instances are a well-known issue in the literature when these represent the 

people of a place (e.g. US officials), organizations (e.g. New Orleans Police Department), 

government units (e.g. London Councils) or events (e.g. New Zealand mass shooting) 

(Liu et al. 2014; Gritta et al. 2018). They are borderline cases of locative references, and 

semantic boundaries are hard to establish (Wallgrün et al. 2018). A solution for this issue 

consisted in examining every ambiguous instance and determining, on the basis of the 

linguistic context, whether some degree of locative meaning was found in those 

references. 

Given the importance of surrounding locative markers (e.g. south of, northwest, 

25km away from, 20 mins out of, etc.), which contain more detailed information about the 

locational focus of a given incident, these were also annotated, following this taxonomy: 

• Distance marker: 4 Kms from Narok Town, 5miles from Dublin, etc. 

• Directional markers: East Coast of Honshu, east of Exit 55, 20 km NW of Durrës, 

etc. 

• Movement markers: southbound I-91, northbound J19, eb J19, etc. 

• Temporal markers: 1h away from London, 25min out of Melbourne, etc. 

 

3.1. Corpus compilation 

The first stage involves decisions about text collection and corpus design. For collecting 

the tweets, which are the microtexts used in our corpus, the FireAnt tool was used 

(Anthony and Hardaker 2017) to obtain machine-readable tweet data, that is, JavaScript 

Object Annotation (JSON). The raw tweet data were collected on different dates after a 

keyword-based search using seven keywords related to crisis and emergency-related 

events which were earthquake, flood, car accident, bombing attack, shooting attack, 

terrorist attack and incident, so that tweets mentioning issues of different nature were 

extracted. The dates of extraction of the tweets were the following: 17 November 2019, 

30 November 2019, 1 December 2019 and 2, 5 and 9 January 2020. In the corpus design 

substep, we also tackled key considerations such as what file formats were to be used and 
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what type of information would be included therein. The FireAnt tool provided not only 

the tweet text, but also the metadata associated with it. All those metadata were discarded 

and only tweet texts were saved in a .txt file before the preprocessing stage.  

 

3.2. Corpus preprocessing 

While the great majority of tweet texts contained one of the crisis-related keywords 

mentioned above, it was the case that some tweets were repeated on multiple occasions 

in retweets, split into different lines or empty. Our aim in this step was to obtain a 

representative corpus of unique tweets. The first preprocessing stage thus involved the 

following steps: 

 i) grouping multi-line tweets into a single line where each line represented one 

tweet by means of a regular expression that takes into account line breaks, 

ii) removing retweets by means a regular expression that finds retweets and 

discards them, and 

iii) removing duplicates and very similar tweets through a fuzzy matching 

algorithm (i.e. cosine distance similarity), which takes into account different 

combinations of characters and words in two strings to determine their degree 

of similarity. 

Even though sensitive data about the tweets were removed by retaining the tweet text 

only, the text still contained sensitive information in the form of user mentions and URLs, 

which were dealt with in a second preprocessing stage. In this second preprocessing stage, 

non-standard linguistic features were kept in the tweets, too, since a key aspect in tweet 

location detection is to be able to overcome the challenge posed by non-standard uses of 

language. The main steps followed were the following: 

i) Replacing user mentions and URLs by the tokens user and URL, respectively. 

ii) Removing emojis and other special characters and leave punctuation marks and 

other commonly used characters (/, @, |…). 

iii) Removing extra white spaces. 

iv) Segmenting words contained in hashtags. 

After both preprocessing stages, the resulting tweets were as unique as possible, clean 

and privacy-friendly. The released corpus contains the preprocessed tweets as such. 
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3.2. Corpus annotation 

In the annotation stage, the corpus content was converted into a token-based tabular 

format with feature columns, separated by tabs, representing the following features: 

token, POS tag, presence in a GeoNames-based place-name dataset, presence in WordNet-

based location-indicative noun dataset and part of a locative marker. In the last column, 

the class or label was tagged, following a Beginning-Medium-End-Single-Outside 

(BMESO) scheme, similar to others in Named Entity Recognition (NER), such as 

Beginning-Inside-Outside (BIO) (Jurafsky and Martin 2021). In other words, for multi-

word locative references, the following labels were used: B_LOCATION, 

M_LOCATION and E_LOCATION. In the case of one-word locative references, 

S_LOCATION was used and, when a token or series of tokens are not locative references, 

O was used.  

First, for preparing the annotated corpus, automatic tokenization and POS tagging 

were automatically applied, using the Stanford tokenizer and POS tagger functionalities 

(Toutanova and Manning 2000), and each tokenized tweet was delimited by a newline. 

The POS tags followed the Penn Treebank standard (Santorini 1990). Then, if tokens or 

a series of them were found in a place-name dataset obtained from GeoNames or in the 

location-indicative noun dataset obtained from WordNet (Vossen 1998) or were part of a 

locative marker, they were also automatically annotated with Boolean values: 0 if not 

present, 1 if present. This automatic tagging process was performed with the linguistic 

modules of LORE (Fernández-Martínez and Periñán-Pascual 2021a), which also, at last, 

detected and tagged the locative references found in the tweets. Table 1 presents an 

example of the token-based tabular format of the annotated corpus. 

Table 1: Token-based tabular format in the FGLOCTweet Corpus 

Token 
POS 

tag 

Place-name 

dataset 

Location-indicative 

noun dataset 

Locative 

marker 
Label 

Two CD 0 0 0 O 

vehicle NN 0 0 0 O 

incident NN 0 0 0 O 

, , 0 0 0 O 

48 CD 0 0 0 B_LOCATION 

St NNP 0 1 0 E_LOCATION 

and CC 0 0 0 O 

32 CD 0 0 0 B_LOCATION 

Ave NN 1 1 0 M_LOCATION 

NE NNS 1 0 1 E_LOCATION 
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Since the accuracy of LORE is not perfect for detecting all and only locative references 

(precision score of 0.81 and recall score of 0.81 in Fernández-Martínez and Periñán-

Pascual 2021a; precision score of 0.73 and recall score of 0.79 in Fernández-Martínez 

and Periñán-Pascual 2021b), the tags were manually revised for errors, such as missed 

locative references or wrongly assigned locative references, on the basis of the guidelines 

of the location types targeted by LORE. This was done using a common notepad editor 

tool (Notepad++). The POS tags were not revised since i) automatic POS tagging tools 

achieve a very high degree of accuracy (Manning 2011) and ii) feature noise is not a 

problem per se as long as other features can contribute in the learning process of the 

probabilistic-based model (Zhu and Wu 2004). POS tagging is a common component in 

NLP tasks and a typical feature, alongside tokenization, used in existing NER, since POS 

tags provide a strong linguistic cue for predicting the presence of named entities (Jurafsky 

and Martin 2021), especially because named entities are proper nouns. Particularly, in the 

case of locative references, these can be predicted by the presence of spatial prepositions 

(Hoang and Mothe 2018). However, automatic POS tagging might suffer from 

performance losses especially in the case of noisy text data (e.g. abbreviations, 

misspellings, ellipsis, etc.). 

The other three features, presence in the place-name dataset obtained from 

GeoNames, presence in the location-indicative noun dataset retrieved from WordNet and 

being part of a locative marker, might also be prone to noise if a token or series of tokens 

are not found in these datasets. However, since different features are correlated, this noise 

might have a negligible impact in the training and evaluation phases of a location-

detection system.6 

Table 2 presents the distribution of locative references in terms of n-gram size in 

the corpus, whereas Table 3 provides statistical data about the number of locative 

references, number of tweets containing locative references, the average of locative 

references per tweet containing locative references and the average of locative references 

per tweet. 

 

 

 
6 In fact, it is known that in probabilistic-based models some degree of noise in a dataset can even be 

beneficial to avoid overfitting, that is, the memorization of the training dataset at the cost of performance 

degradation with new, unseen instances of data (Zur et al. 2009). 
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Number of unigrams (e.g. Florida) 3,256 

Number of bigrams (e.g. Grand Canyon) 1,707 

Number of trigrams (e.g. St Albans Park) 501 

Number of n-grams where n ≥ 4 (e.g. Fox Valley Animal Referral Center) 304 

Total 5,768 

 Table 2: Distribution of locative references in terms of n-gram size in the corpus 

Number of locative references 5,768 

Number of tweets with locative references 3,416 

Average of locative references per locative-rich tweet 1.69 

Average of locative references per tweet 0.61 

Table 3: Statistics about the number and average of locative references in the corpus 

 

4. DISCUSSION: APPLICATIONS OF THE CORPUS, LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

DIRECTIONS 

The resulting corpus can then be split into two subcorpora: training and evaluation 

corpora using, roughly, an 85/15 split, which is the rule of thumb in the machine learning 

literature (Guyon 1997). The training corpus can be used to train a supervised 

probabilistic-based model for location detection, whereas the evaluation corpus can be 

used as a gold standard against which the output of a location-detection system can be 

tested for the evaluation of its accuracy (Pustejovsky and Stubbs 2013).  

The main use of the FGLOCTweet Corpus is to build and assess location-detection 

models, either rule-based or probabilistic-based, for the task of identifying fine-grained 

locative references in crisis-related events from all over the world. Fine-grained detection 

of locative references is indeed a key aspect of accurate and useful location-detection 

systems which could potentially be used to save lives or prevent further damage to 

environmental or urban areas in crisis-related events by providing emergency responders 

with the location of a given incident. The corpus could also be used as a benchmarking 

dataset to compare the performance of different location-detection models, including 

named entity recognizers, too. Beyond that, linguists may find this corpus useful for 

approaching the conceptualization, expression and description of place in English during 

crisis-related events or even a general exploration of language use in microtexts dealing 

with crisis-related events.  

In past research (Fernández-Martínez and Periñán-Pascual 2021a, 2021b), LORE, 

a rule-based model, and its probabilistic-based counterpart, neural LORE (nLORE), were 

built and assessed using this corpus, outperforming general-domain entity recognizers in 

benchmarking tests involving accuracy (i.e. precision and recall) and speed. A key 
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difference in the implementation of both models lies in how they make use of corpus data: 

the probabilistic-based model nLORE needed training data before the evaluation stage 

with the evaluation corpus, whereas the rule-based model LORE did not. This means that 

probabilistic-based models consume a lot of computational resources and time, whereas 

rule-based models tend to be much more efficient and quicker (Chiticariu et al. 2013). In 

this regard, LORE performed ten times faster than nLORE: it extracted locative 

references from around 7,000 tweets in a matter of 12 seconds as opposed to nLORE, for 

which it took almost two minutes. However, nLORE had slightly better accuracy than 

LORE in terms of precision (0.85 vs. 0.73), but lower recall (0.74 vs. 0.79). 

As for the limitations, we would like to emphasize that, even though the Stanford 

POS tagger may achieve a very high accuracy of 97 percent (Manning 2011), its accuracy 

might have been somewhat lower with the tweets, introducing some corpus noise in the 

POS tags feature. A rule-based model that is assessed on our corpus, if developed with 

lexicogrammatical rules taking into account grammatical categories, might be misled by 

wrong POS tags and extract wrong items or miss potential locative references, if it does 

not rely on the other corpus features as well. The probabilistic-based model would not, 

however, be impeded by this providing that it makes use of the different features at the 

same time, and even in that case, some degree of corpus noise, as stated above, might be 

beneficial to avoid overfitting in the training phase of the probabilistic-based model. 

Further research lines could be pursued, especially in a time where novel NLP 

approaches employing transformers like BERT (Devlin et al. 2018) show promising 

results, which could be fine-tuned using our corpus. Also, LORE could be employed to 

automatically aggregate new annotated data to the corpus in an unsupervised fashion, thus 

enriching the number and variety of locative references, though at the cost of introducing 

corpus noise. In such a scenario, it can be insightful to analyze whether corpus noise in 

larger sizes of annotated corpus data could be detrimental to the performance of a model 

trained on and assessed with these data. Also, transfer learning techniques together with 

this unsupervised aggregate of new data could be used to create a multilingual corpus for 

multilingual fine-grained location-detection tasks, including and mixing, for instance, 

annotated Spanish and French tweets. 
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5. CONCLUSION 

Location detection in social media is still an unsolved task in NLP. Since there is a 

growing need to automatically obtain actionable information from social media in 

emergency-based contexts where granularity and time play an essential role to understand 

the where of an incident, the development of fine-grained annotated corpus data becomes 

of utmost importance, especially to train and assess location-detection models. Despite 

that, available corpora are lacking up to this date; annotation standards are different, and 

many location types are, at best, poorly addressed in the literature or, at worst, neglected. 

Besides, phrasal structures indicating distance (e.g. n kms away from X), direction (e.g. 

south of X), movement (e.g. eastbound) and time (e.g. n mins out of X), which may take 

part in locative references, are not annotated, thus missing very detailed geospatial 

information which could be highly important in crisis-related events. To address this gap, 

the FGLOCTweet Corpus is presented, with the aim of providing an English tweet-based 

corpus for fine-grained location-detection tasks to advance research in the NLP and 

linguistic communities. 
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